SWAMI VIVEKANANDA MEMORIAL
ELOCUTION CONTEST
Swami Vivekananda was a Hindu monk and one of the most
celebrated spiritual leaders of India. He was more than just a
spiritual mind; he was a prolific thinker, great orator and
passionate patriot. He carried on the free-thinking philosophy
of his guru, Ramakrishna Paramhansa forward into a new
paradigm.
Swami Vivekananda delivered several lectures on the issue of
difficulties in life. He made the plea for the need for
nationwide renovation with the ideals of ‘tyaga’ or sacrifice
and ‘seva,’ selfless service, the most imperative aspects of
shaping the life of young people. The monk made the point
that this way of life is what can be called ‘spiritual pursuit’.
In the memory of this great man, Maharaja Agrasen College
has launched its first ever edition of Swami Vivekanand
Memorial Elocution Contest, with the purpose of directing the
minds of young people towards Swami Vivekananda’s glorious
ideas.
Rules (i) Out of the five topics, one topic will be given on the spot via
chit system.

(ii) Three minutes thinking time will be given.
(iii) Speaking time will be four minutes.
(iv) The elocution should revolve around the ideas and works of
Swami Vivekanand.
(v) The contest is bilingual; purity of language should be
maintained.
Topics:
(a) Education is the manifestation of the perfection already in
man.
(b) Arise, awake and stop not until the goal is reached.
(c) The secret of life is not enjoyment but education through
experience.
(d) You are the creator of your own destiny.
(e) It is all round man-making education that we want.
Prize Money:
1st prize - ₹5,000
Two 2nd prizes - ₹3,000 each
Two 3rd prizes - ₹2,000 each
And other consolation prizes.
Participation certificates will be given to all participants.
There is a cap of 25 participants, selection will be done on
first come first serve basis.

Venue: Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Auditorium
Date: 12th January, 2019.
Time: 10:30 Onwards

Registration Link : https://goo.gl/RB31bz
For updates, stay connected to:
Facebook - ChakraView Mac
Instagram - @chakraviewmac
For queries/doubts, call:
Saavi - 8860484148,
Aakash – 8800167054
Event organized by ANNUAL EVENT COMMITTEE.

Dr. Abha Mittal
(CONVENER)

Dr. Sunil Sondhi
(PRINCIPAL)
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